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Dear Steve & Team,
Thank you choosing Positive Planet to help measure your business carbon footprint.

We have enjoyed working with you, learning about your business and helping you understand what
needs to be done in order to reduce the impact of your business emissions on the environment.

Reducing your emissions takes time, the current guidance is to aim to reduce at least 50% of your
emissions by 2030, a further 50% by 2040 and a �nal 50% by 2050.  This approach would leave you at
12.5% of your original emissions - It is very rare that a business can completely remove all emissions.

Offsetting is a great way to reduce your impact on the environment both during your reduction phase,
and beyond - when there are simply no more emissions to reduce.

If you would like to discuss detailed reduction strategies or offsetting with us please let us know.

Adam White | Founding Partner at Positive Planet



Tonnes of CO2e by Scope Y/E 2021

1. Scope 1 0

2. Scope 2 0

3. Scope 3 218.64

Grand total 218.64
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Scope 3 CO2e in Tonnes Y/E 2021

1. Air / Sea travel 0

2. Assets bought 0.82

3. Deliveries by freight 0

4. Deliveries by van / HGV 0

5. General Waste 0

6. Goods & Services 209.5

7. Hotel and Accommodation 0

8. Land-based travel 0

9. Managed Assets 1.54

10. Materials, Components and Parts 0

11. Travel between home and place(s) of work 6.78

12. Waste Water 0

Grand total 218.64
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Actions to reduce your Scope 1 & 2 emissions.
As you do not have any o�ces/property you do not have
any Scope 1 or 2 emissions to reduce.

Actions to reduce your Scope 3 emissions.
Your Scope 3 emissions are almost all based on business
services, the biggest individual category being that of your
Sub-Contractors.  Beyond this your remaining emissions
are very small and can only really be reduced through a
supply chain review.

What Is Net Zero?

You can learn about Net Zero here.

*null value items were not measured

Footprint Analysis

https://positiveplanet.uk/what-is-net-zero-carbon/
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Carbon Reduction
Your carbon reduction strategy needs to work for your business and within the con�nes of existing legal agreements
such as energy contracts, property and machinery leases and company vehicles.  Although the guidance is to aim to
reach Net Zero no later than 2050 we would suggest aiming for something much earlier.  The chart below makes it
quite clear just how much additional CO2e your business would be emitting if you opted for 2050 over either 2040, or
ideally 2030.  Here are a few reasons why you might want to aim for an earlier date;

   1) The sooner you reduce the better it is for the planet.
   2) There is a commercial advantage to be had simply by starting before your competitors.
   3) Customers are starting to demand action and you don't want to lose existing customers through inactivity.
   4) If offsetting becomes mandatory for your sector, or business size, you want to have as little to offset as possible.

What is stopping you putting in place the operational changes and incentives that put your business on track to reach
Net Zero by 2030.  Achieving Net Zero 20 years early is something your whole business can get behind.  To learn
more about carbon reduction you can visit the Positive Planet website.

https://positiveplanet.uk/reduce/


Carbon Offsetting
When it comes to carbon offsetting we work with a range of different projects that tackle carbon reduction in
different ways, and in different parts of the world.  We ensure that we cover as many difference Social Development
Goals as possible each month whilst achieving our carbon reduction targets.

You can see some of the projects we are involved in here and also our nature-based, or tree-planting, projects here.

Offsetting your emissions for Y/E 2021 will cost £1,640 (which can be paid monthly at no extra cost) If you would like
to offset your emissions to become Certi�ed Carbon Neutral please let me know and we can setup your offsetting
accordingly.

https://positiveplanet.uk/offset/projects/
https://positiveplanet.uk/offset/tree-planting/


Certi�cation
Every business that chooses to become certi�ed will be
sent a certi�cate, like the example shown, to display in your
building.  This shows your employees, visitors and guests
that you are taking your business impact on the
environment seriously.

Studies have shown that employers with strong
environmental and social programs �nd it easier to both
recruit and retain employees.  Make sure you display your
certi�cate where everyone can see it!

If you wish, you can also display your carbon footprint
publicly on the Positive Planet website.  This is of course
optional.  If you would like a dashboard creating please let
us know.  You can view an example dashboard here.

You may also like to add your Carbon Neutral Business
status to your website, email signature or social media
accounts.  We have therefore created a range if different
badges for you to pick from.  You can see an example
below, and access them here.  

https://positiveplanet.uk/company-dashboards/sumillion/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1CIo901-duKDKXadoGO63zBsbiA2aVN_X?usp=sharing


Thank you!
from the team at
Positive Planet
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